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Are you struggling to grow your business? Are you tired of trying new things only to have them fail

time and time again?No matter what your definition of success is, each one of us out there has the

dream of being successful.Maybe you want to be an entrepreneur, speaker, coach, or writer. Maybe

you just have the dream of making good passive income. Success of this magnitude does not have

to continue to be a dream. It can be a reality.Book Launch reveals the proven approach that all the

top experts and millionaires are using to become successful: writing your own best selling

book.From Tony Robbins to Tim Ferriss, from Dave Ramsey to Donald Trump - and even

Oprah...youâ€™ll discover the new model they used to build their businesses and their brands - to

earn respect and become instant experts - and ultimately to make millions of dollars. You may be

asking yourself: How is it possible to write, market, and publish your first book? And how could can

you get that book to be a #1 bestseller?How can you use your book to persuade an audience to

want to do business with you? In this conversational, and action-oriented book, Chandler Bolt

answers each of these questions and much more through a tried, tested, and proven book launch

formula. As the #1 best selling author of The Productive Person, Breaking Out of a Broken System,

and Productivity Hacks for Entrepreneurs, Bolt has personally used every piece of information in this

book for himself.In this how to guide the reader will be given:A guide to getting your book written in

record time without getting stuckHow to build buzz and market your book in a way that is

guaranteed for successA fail safe blueprint for self publishing on Kindle, how to launch your book,

and top the charts in How to use your book to create passive income and grow your businessNo

matter your writing level or ability, whether you feel like you have nothing to write about or you

donâ€™t have a following or influence â€” know that by following the information in Book Launch,

you can successfully write a bestseller. Most importantly, you can use your bestseller to grow your

business, make more money and help more people.
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I want to start off by saying that I'm an editor who has a friend in PR, and I have works

independently published, so I had low expectations for this book. But there were so many reviewers

saying that their books are bestsellers because of this book. I thought I would try it out.WHAT I

LIKEThe information on mind mapping and how to organize an outline from that. It was fairly

practical information. I use mind maps, and I thought that the "system" translated to a good method

of organization.The other information was easy to understand, and there were fairly useful

resources provided. I didn't see canva mentioned, but maybe I missed something. That's a major

one for book design.I liked some of the information in the Kindle Book Launch Blueprint chapter. I

thought it was pretty intelligent to raise your price while doing a free promo so that readers have the

perception of getting a higher value. I didn't even know you can manually stop your promos, so that

was good to know, too.WHAT I DIDN'T LIKELack of practical application information in marketing

itself. I have a friend who's in PR; I *know* you need to build an e-mail list of potential buyers. What

I don't know is how to go about doing that. He said to tell everybody about your book prior to the

free launch--who, exactly? And how? No real practical information. There are TONS of sites where

you can get your ebook listed free; why not link to some of those sites or give reasons why it's not a

good idea to use them? Your launch isn't going to do anything if nobody knows about it. The only

thing I saw is to hold a cover design "competition" where you upload different versions of a cover on

social media and ask for votes. *Everybody* does that.
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